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Introduction

Human rights experts, legal scholars, academics, members of civil society and other friends of the Jacob Blaustein Institute for the Advancement of Human Rights (JBI) gathered in New York City on May 18, 2016 for the second JBI Human Rights Lecture. The JBI Human Rights Lecture is one of a series of lectures presented by prominent human rights personalities on pressing international human rights topics. JBI was pleased to feature the views of Professor Yuval Shany, Dean of the Law Faculty and Hersch Lauterpacht Chair in International Law at the Hebrew University in Jerusalem. The lecture, entitled “The Universality of Human Rights: Pragmatism meets Idealism,” discusses a number of current challenges to the implementation of international legal norms.

At the 1993 World Conference on Human Rights, Member States adopted the Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action by consensus. This key instrument states clearly in its first paragraph that “the universal nature of these rights and freedoms is beyond question.” It goes on to clarify the issue in paragraph 5, dispelling questions that arose earlier in the UN’s preparatory conferences:

All human rights are universal, indivisible and interdependent and interrelated. The international community must treat human rights globally in a fair and equal manner, on the same footing, and with the same emphasis. While the significance of national and regional particularities and various historical, cultural and religious backgrounds must be borne in mind, it is the duty of States, regardless of their political, economic and cultural systems, to promote and protect all human rights and fundamental freedoms.

The Vienna Declaration thus reiterates what the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights proclaimed: that human rights are universal and belong to each individual. How those rights are implemented has, of course, been the focus of domestic legislation and policies, reflecting the provisions of binding international treaties and conventions. As long as human rights do not fall below the universal norm, many diverse means of implementing these universal human rights can provide adequate protection for the individual rights holder.
Although the Vienna Declaration clarified the universality of human rights, the notion of fundamental, inalienable rights endowed to each person regardless of race, sex, religion, nationality, or any other factor, has sometimes been challenged by academics or government officials making arguments of cultural relativism.

In his lecture Professor Shany explores whether the universality of human rights is in fact fixed and beyond challenge. He confronts a number of ways in which rights may not be delivered to right holders in a uniform or universally similar form. Shany recounts some familiar arguments concerning the need to adapt to the different cultures in the world and, using the example of the right to life as it relates to abortion, takes the position that while human rights are universal, an inflexible view of culture and justice may lead to resistance and noncompliance that can ultimately be detrimental to the human rights system as a whole. He delves into issues of enforcement of rights including the failure of States to invest adequate financial resources to monitor rights resulting in a lack of effective monitoring at the international level. These elements reveal how rights are not being upheld in every situation or context, de facto, but they do not necessarily mean the rights themselves lack universal application or normative value.

Professor Shany is a member of the Human Rights Committee (the Committee), a UN-administered treaty-monitoring body that oversees the implementation of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. He has served as an independent expert on the Committee since 2012 when he was nominated by the government of Israel and elected by the States parties to the Covenant. His experiences on the Committee examining the implementation of fundamental human rights in various countries throughout the world have informed his position.

During Professor Shany’s tenure on the Committee, new members, elected from different countries, have occasionally articulated different interpretations of the scope of Article 6, the right to life. Shany has served as rapporteur for the preparation of a revised General Comment on this article. While the rotating composition of the Committee’s experts provides some diversity of perspectives on the rights enshrined in the Covenant, the Committee’s stance on the universality of human rights has remained unchanged – standing firm on the view that all individuals are afforded the same fundamental human rights and the States have the duty, as the Vienna Declaration said, to protect them. In the most recent draft of the Committee’s revised
General Comment on the right to life, the text affirms the absoluteness and universality of the right, stating “Article 6 recognizes and protects the right to life of all human beings. It is the supreme right from which no derogation is permitted even in situations of armed conflict and other public emergencies... it also constitutes a fundamental right, whose effective protection is the prerequisite for the enjoyment of all other human rights.”

Although Professor Shany notes that treaty bodies and other human rights mechanisms exist with the purpose of protecting human rights, some of them struggle to do so effectively. Shany also references political context as a factor influencing the implementation of human rights. While politics undoubtedly plays a role in the manner in which States implement, ignore, or abuse human rights, the actual universality of global treaty-based human rights norms is not lessened by the political situation in a particular State at a particular time. Even in a state of emergency, only some human rights may be suspended and only for a short time—and Article 6 is not one of them. Moreover, the inability of a human rights treaty body to enforce rights protection obligations effectively should not initially alter the universality of those rights any more than the failure to enforce traffic norms or anti-rape laws would invalidate those norms. In other words, the availability and effectiveness of enforcement mechanisms (or lack thereof) for human rights obligations do not alter the universality of the rights themselves. The legitimacy of other laws and rights that are poorly enforced is not questioned simply because of poor enforcement.

In a presentation to the JBI Administrative Council, the late Sir Nigel Rodley, former Chair of the Human Rights Committee and co-rapporteur on the General Comment on Article 6, explained “The universality versus cultural and regional specificity issue is one that won’t go away. States will raise the issue from time to time but one can always point to the language that gets increasingly stronger from the Tehran World Conference to Vienna to the World Summit outcome document, which says human rights are universal. Is there room to recognize specificity of implementation? Of course there is. Are there areas of disagreement about interpretation of human rights? Of course there are. But the line of progress is clear.”

A robust discussion of Professor Shany’s lecture followed its delivery in which questions were raised about the role of UN human rights treaty bodies, about whether it is valid to suggest that only certain “core” elements of human rights are truly universally binding on States, and about the State-
centric character of most of the cultural relativism arguments. Some participants raised concerns that Professor Shany’s argument could lead to an outcome in which UN human rights bodies would allow States to implement only human rights-related recommendations that align with their understanding of what is consistent with “culture” and thereby inappropriately limit the universality of human rights. As outlined in his lecture, Shany holds steadfast to the position that to ensure the preservation of human rights as a normative force more generally, international monitors should adopt a “thin” understanding of universality (i.e. one which takes into account cultural differences). We hope this lecture provides—and provokes—added reflection on the relationship of international human rights norms and their realization in practice, and encourage readers to address the questions it raises in the context of the ongoing effort, as set forth in the Vienna declaration, “to promote and protect all human rights and fundamental freedoms.”

In addition to Professor Shany’s previously mentioned roles at Hebrew University and on the UN Human Rights Committee, he also currently serves as Editor in Chief of the Israel Law Review, directs the Project on International Courts and Tribunals (PICT), and is a senior research fellow at the Israel Democracy Institute. Professor Shany is the recipient of the University President Prize for Outstanding Research at Hebrew University in 2009, a 2008 recipient of a European Research Council grant awarded to pioneering research leaders, as well as the 2004 American Society of International Law book award.

Through research, advocacy, constituency building, and collaboration, the Jacob Blaustein Institute for the Advancement of Human Rights has pursued the protection and enforcement of human rights in accordance with universality, as discussed in this lecture. JBI was established in 1971 under the aegis of the American Jewish Committee in honor of Jacob Blaustein, a past President of AJC who represented the organization at the San Francisco Conference that established the United Nations and who successfully pressed for the inclusion of human rights in the UN Charter. Since that time, JBI has worked with human rights defenders, lawyers and diplomats to generate ideas and clarify human rights concepts, to strengthen international human rights norms and institutions, and to develop means to realize these ideals and proposals. In past years, we at JBI have carried out programs to enhance the content of international legal obligations to prevent genocide and torture; we have called on the United Nations and individual Member
States to insist on the protection of the rights of human rights defenders, members of religious minority communities, women, and others under threat; and we have encouraged the development and strengthening of institutions and mechanisms to enforce human rights obligations at both the national and international levels, such as the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia, the Special Adviser to the UN Secretary-General on Prevention of Genocide, and the post of UN High Commissioner for Human Rights.

JBI is grateful to Robert S. Rifkind for his vision and generosity in establishing the JBI Human Rights Lecture series. Mr. Rifkind, a distinguished attorney and civic leader, served as Chair of the Institute’s Administrative Council from 2000 to 2007 and remains an active member of its Steering Committee. His steadfast belief in the efficacy of law and indispensable need to guarantee and protect the human rights of every person has been an inspiration to JBI’s Administrative Council and staff. We welcome his ongoing involvement, advice, and support.

We encourage those reading this lecture to consult the other lectures within the JBI Human Rights Lecture series, and to explore ways to address other pressing human rights issues.

—Felice D. Gaer
DIRECTOR
The Universality of Human Rights:  
*Pragmatism Meets Idealism*

**Introduction**

The development of international human rights law (IHRL) in the post-World War II era has been premised on the notion that human rights—that is, those claims of individuals for basic entitlements and freedoms accruing to them by virtue of their membership in the human family—are universal in nature.¹ This normative assumption finds expression in numerous provisions, found in major international legal instruments dealing with human rights issues, including the 1945 UN Charter,² the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights³ and in the corpus of IHRL treaties concluded from 1948 onwards.⁴ It also manifests itself in numerous declarations,⁵ judicial decisions,⁶ State practice⁷ and civil society initiatives⁸ confirming the universality of human rights. Thus, the principle that human rights are universal appears to be universally accepted: virtually all States have ratified the UN Charter and/or at least one major IHRL instrument proclaiming the universality of human rights,⁹ and there is overwhelming support in the literature for the proposition that universality constitutes a basic tenet of contemporary IHRL.¹⁰

While the notion that human rights are universal is accepted as part and parcel of international law dogma, the precise scope and contents of those specific human rights norms which have obtained universal acceptance remains highly contested. Such controversy is nourished by universality’s opposing ideological position—cultural relativism, a position which revolves around the proposition that human rights, representing human needs, interests and beliefs on what constitute the ‘good life,’ should be construed in a contextual manner, depending on the relevant culture, circumstances and experiences of the social group in whose midst such rights are to be implemented.¹¹ Cultural relativists have thus argued that many norms comprising IHRL emanate from a particular Euro-centric or Judeo-Christian historical experience, and have limited relevance or justification for their application.
to post-colonial and traditional societies from the global south. Such relativists, together with nationalist proponents of a maximalist understanding of State sovereignty, have sometimes accused international institutions of advocating an overly broad reading of universal human rights and thus engaging in ‘rights imperialism,’ that is, imposing in effect standards developed in rich Western countries on poor countries against the preferences of local communities. Instead, such critics of rights universalism have called for a ‘thin’ reading of universal human rights, covering only those few norms on which genuine international consensus can be identified.

The present article does not seek to resolve the fundamental tensions between universality, relativism and nationalism, which have accompanied the development of the international human rights movement from its very inception. Nor does it purport to comprehensively discuss the theoretic, moral and legal basis underlying the scope and contents of universal human rights. Instead, it discusses some of the concrete dilemmas confronting one international body responsible for monitoring the interpretation and application of IHRL—the UN Human Rights Committee (UN HRC)—when it discusses the implementation of human rights treaty norms. Since the UN HRC monitors the implementation of a key international human rights treaty—the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), which was ratified by most States (170 States) and which introduces a broad spectrum of rights, touching upon many sensitive issues of culture, tradition and social practice—it often meets challenges to the universality of some of the norms whose implementation it seeks to advance.

The tensions relating to the universal or relative nature of the rights monitored by the UN HRC are exacerbated and compounded by the structural weakness of all UN treaty monitoring bodies, which lack formally binding authority and have limited enforcement capabilities. This, in turn, results in sub-optimal implementation of the treaty obligations the Committee monitors. Whereas some States are complying, by and large, with most of their obligations under the ICCPR, others are chronically failing to meet many important normative standards—at times, because they are unwilling to do so, at other times because they are unable to do so, and yet at other times because they are both unwilling or unable to do so. This situation leads to de facto variations in the level of enjoyment of human rights in different States, resulting in diverging human rights practices notwithstanding the universal ambition of the relevant norms.
The two challenges confronting the UN HRC—the effectiveness and the universality challenges—are in reality interconnected. Extending the scope of what constitutes universal human rights through a broad interpretation of the ICCPR by the UN HRC, may result in larger implementation gaps, as increasing numbers of States may find such new interpretations, requiring them, for instance, to liberalize their abortion laws or recognize same-sex marriage, morally unacceptable or impractical. Furthermore, expanding the scope and contents of universal human rights may reinforce the opposition of some States and important stakeholders therein to the IHRL project as a whole, and could adversely affect the implementation of all human rights. Thus, the monitoring mission of the UN HRC may require balancing between a protective impulse, which pushes the Committee towards expanding the scope of human rights protections and engaging in progressive updating of norms to new social conditions and sensibilities, and concerns about normative overreach, which may result in strong resistance and limited norm-implementation. At a more doctrinal level, it may be argued that, as a body responsible for applying what are essentially consent-based obligations encapsulated in a treaty, the UN HRC has to consider when interpreting the ICCPR to what extent it has the legal authority to introduce through the process of interpretation new specific obligations not envisioned by the State parties upon ratification of the Covenant. Such a balancing act is complicated by the notion that perceptions of excessive conservatism or excessive activism may affect the legitimacy of the Committee and its work in the eyes of key constituents (States, civil society, academia etc.).

Confronted by such conflicting policy imperatives, it is not surprising that the UN HRC has been looking for possible methods for ‘squaring the circle’—strengthening universal human rights protections, while refraining from being perceived as over-extending its authority. Although the Committee did not follow the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) in developing a ‘Margin of Appreciation’ doctrine for obtaining this goal, I claim here that it did adopt certain alternative methods designed to allow it to undertake normative development, while minimizing pushback from State parties. These methods include some deference afforded to national decision-makers in the process of application of IHRL, exercise of ‘light scrutiny’ of State discretion in cases of right-balancing, a move from immediate to gradual realization of certain human rights standards, requiring significant social transformation, and a constrained reading of certain ICCPR rights.
Part One of this lecture discusses key features of the background political context in which the universality debate takes place before treaty bodies, such as the UN HRC, underscoring the deep ambivalence of States about human rights monitoring by international institutions. Part Two examines the specific effectiveness dilemmas that confront the UN HRC and the pros and cons of the short-term and long-term existence of gaps between law on the books and law in action. Part Three focuses on the accommodation methods developed by the UN HRC in reaction to objections founded on cultural relativity claims, and suggests that they should be read against broader concerns about the Committee’s legitimacy and effectiveness. Part Four concludes.

**Part One**

The politics of the universality of international human rights law

Before delving into normative questions, relating to the scope and contents of universal human rights, it is useful to briefly discuss the political power dynamics in which the universality debate is conducted and which largely determine, as a pragmatic matter, its outcome. This linkage between law and politics should not come as any surprise to students of international law; nor should the allusion to the politics of IHRL necessarily have a pejorative connotation. After all, law is always shaped by the political choices of the relevant lawmakers (and perhaps, to a lesser extent, by the political choices of the relevant law-interpreters and law-appliers). In the same vein, the decision whether or not to comply with the law is often shaped also by political considerations or constraints.

There is little question that the contents of IHRL reflect a political choice by lawmakers—principally States—to address a perceived or potential problem of governance through the development of normative side-constraints, which would limit the policy options available to the various branches of State government. While such norms are clearly based on a theory about the proper balance that needs to be struck between State power and individual rights and liberties, which is, in turn, informed by notions of justice and fairness, the actual decision to create a binding legal obligation is ultimately a political decision, adopted by politicians (members of the legislature, the constitutional assembly or treaty negotiators), reflecting, inter alia, political considerations. Hence, for example, the international prohibition against torture, which can be found in article 7 of the ICCPR and in article 2
of Convention against Torture, stems from a combination of factors, including a moral abhorrence of the use of torture by government agents against individuals, a pragmatic concern about the counter-productiveness of resorting to torture (e.g., generating false confessions), and a political will to undertake an international legal obligation to that effect, signaling thereby acceptance of the prohibitive norm and a commitment to follow it. Arguably, similar dynamics, involving moral, legal and political considerations, also underlie the inclusion of the prohibition of torture in many national constitutions and criminal laws.

Although the interpretation and application of legal norms by courts and other professional law-applying bodies, such as the UN HRC, is expected to be objective in nature and removed from political pressures, in many venues of legal decision-makings the influence of politics is apparent. This is either because politics shape the relevant decision-makers’ outlook on legal issues, or because some of them understand the law as a possible tool which can be employed in order to further broader political goals (or policy goals, shaped by political agendas). For example, international law experts coming from the global North in international settings often take a position on the contents of IHRL (e.g., the right to development) which is quite different from that taken by law-appliers coming from the global South, and which appear to be correlated to the different political perspectives of the two blocs. Finally, compliance with legal obligations—especially in the realm of international law—is also sometimes strongly influenced by political considerations, such as domestic public opinion, interest in avoiding the reputational harm associated with non-compliance, and responses to pressure from other States to comply.

The upshot of these considerations is that it is difficult to understand the reasons for including or excluding certain norms from the scope of IHRL without understanding the politics of international law making; moreover, it is difficult to fully understand why certain norms are construed narrowly or broadly, and why some norms are under-enforced, whereas others are effectively enforced, without understanding the politics of law-interpretation, law-application, and legal compliance. A pragmatic discussion of the universality of IHRL should therefore be mindful of the political dimension of what constitutes universal human rights, and which human rights are likely to be applied and enforced universally.

At a high level of abstraction, one may find at the heart of international
politics relating to the creation and application of international law a tension between stability and change. This tension, which is informed by ideals of international peace and justice, implies that the architects of the international law system should, at times, choose whether to embrace an existing status quo or push for reform. While some degree of stability and change are inevitable in any social system (in the same way that interests of peace and justice depend on one another to some extent), it would be a fallacy to ignore the availability of an element of political choice between these values, at certain points in time (particularly, in ‘constitutional moments’ of the life of the international community). Thus, for example, the UN Charter reflects, in my view, a long-term preference by the drafters for stability over change. Although the Charter pays lip service to ideals of justice, which were viewed in 1945 to be quite revolutionary in nature, such as sovereign equality of nations, self-determination of peoples and respect for human rights, its key provisions protect the post-World War II status quo: It enshrines the territorial integrity of existing states, protects their political independence, prohibits intervention in their internal affairs, and grants the five great powers, for an unlimited period of time, permanent seats at the Security Council with veto power on its resolutions (i.e., veto on change), and exceptionally broad legal authority to maintain and restore international peace and security (note that no similar authority was granted to maintain and restore international justice). In light of this configuration of legal powers, which seriously limits the ability of the UN and its members to facilitate reform in the legal and political status quo, it is not surprising that the UN has been regarded by some as primarily geared toward maintaining world order, and as a vestige of a gone-by era, which now constitutes an impediment to progress and to obtaining justice on a universal scale.

IHRL too features a tension between stability and change. On the one hand, IHRL challenges the status quo by requiring States to change some of their laws, introduce important governmental reforms, and takes specific measures designed to render States and, by extension, the international order, more fair and just. Such a challenge is accompanied by the rhetoric used in some of the principal IHRL instruments, suggesting that their objective is a major overhaul of the international order. On the other hand, IHRL can be regarded as means to legitimate the existing international order—i.e., by facilitating an image of an existing international legal order
based on principles of international law and justice. Furthermore, the contents of IHRL derive, to a large extent, from the contents of the domestic human rights laws of many States. Thus, it has been alleged that greatest contribution of IHRL is in the guarantee it provides for new democracies against backsliding, that is, against a regressive change of the status quo.

The gap between the robust contents of IHRL norms and the uneven impact of its enforcement institutions may also be indicative of an attempt by the field’s legal architects to strike a balance between stability and change. On the normative plane, IHRL treaties introduced many important innovations, which at the time of their adoption were considered quite revolutionary. These include a right to equality for women, protection of children and persons with disabilities, minority rights, the right to elect and be elected, the prohibition on enforced disappearance, and the right to adequate standards of living. Such rights were further extended, by way of interpretation by international law-appliers, to include other innovative concepts, such as the LGBT rights, rights of indigenous peoples, and the right to truth. The legal order maintained at the global level from 1945 onwards contains, however, very limited enforcement mechanisms to implement universal legal standards when confronting recalcitrant states, interstate and intra-statal actors. For example, the UN treaty bodies, including the UN HRC, do not have, as a rule, any formally binding legal powers; furthermore, they are manned by unremunerated experts, serving on them on a part-time basis, in an organizational environmental that is chronically underfunded and understaffed.

This configuration of legal authority and operational capacity, appears to be the product of a conscious design choice—to create a large number of relatively weak treaty bodies and special procedures, without investing them with significant authority and capacity. So, while the norms of IHRL develop constantly and inject into the international legal system an element of constant change and reform, the weakness of the monitoring institutions that exist at the global level allow those States who wish to preserve the status quo to do so without incurring a great cost (illustrating, once again, how principles of justice tend to become subjugated in international life to political expediency). It may be noted that in some regional contexts, legal institutions supporting the implementation of international human rights instruments offer more guarantees of effectiveness (the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) is the prototype example of a strong IHRL
application body). However, even in such contexts, under-enforcement of norms persists; furthermore, since regional human rights norms have been shaped by regional experiences and traditions the degree of change of the status quo they require is sometimes more limited than that required by universal norms in other settings.

PART TWO
The UN HRC’s Effectiveness Challenge

One important implication of the current state of affairs, according to which the universal norms of IHRL are not backed by a robust institutional apparatus, is a chronic gap between IHRL norms on the books, and their actual implementation in reality. This is because institutions such as the UN HRC have very limited tools for enforcing IHRL, and can only try to pressurize States to change their human rights practices by applying a combination of persuasion,60 public shaming61 and support of implementation efforts by other international and local actors.62 The success of such attempts depends, however, on a variety of factors, including the degree of resistance to the norms in question by the relevant States and their power to effectively resist the pressures put on them.63 Furthermore, as in other areas of international law compliance, a ‘feedback loop’ exists between the effectiveness of the UN HRC in promoting compliance with the ICCPR and its institutional legitimacy: successful resistance to enforcement attempts weakens the authority and credibility of the enforcement body, thus rendering its future ability to enforce norms even more uncertain.64

The practice of the UN HRC, discussed below, suggests that resistance is particularly strong with regard to Covenant norms, which are at odds with deeply entrenched cultural and religious practices, or which stand in tension with fundamental ideological tenets or key political interests of the target State. It also suggests that the ability of any State to mount effective resistance to international enforcement efforts depends on its geopolitical status and vulnerability to international criticism.65 At the same time, the existence at the domestic level of independent judicial institutions, effective national human rights institutions, and an active civil society with an operating space and ability to influence governmental policy, increases considerably the prospects for compliance with IHRL. This is because such domestic entities can help to bridge gaps between international standards and local norms and practices, and reinforce international enforcement efforts.66
Hence, for example, one can explain the relative success of the UN HRC in inducing the Czech Republic to commit to remove a pig farm located on a World War II Roma concentration camp by way of allusion to its ability to effectively embarrass a State which has an active civil society, and which belongs to a group of middle-sized States that are concerned about their reputation in the field in human rights, about an issue which generates limited ideological and political pushback.\textsuperscript{67} In the same vein, the Committee seems to have been successful in pressuring South Korea legal institutions to change its laws on initial judicial review of detention of criminal suspects,\textsuperscript{68} pushing Canada to change its laws conferring indigenous Status under the Indian Act,\textsuperscript{59} and encouraging Ghana to maintain its moratorium on the application of the death penalty.\textsuperscript{70} At the same time, the Committee was unsuccessful, up until now, in inducing China to introduce free elections in Hong Kong—a failure that could be explained by China’s ability to resist international pressures due to its geopolitical status and the particular sensitivity of norms requiring free democratic elections for the Chinese State.\textsuperscript{71} The Committee was also unsuccessful in getting Sudan, whose civil society has not engaged at all with it during the review process, to change its religion-based criminal laws and to abolish the death penalty for apostasy and marital infidelity.\textsuperscript{72} The upshot of the limited ability of the UN HRC to push State parties to the ICCPR to comply with their IHRL obligations is the emergence of a problematic equilibrium: The rights enumerated in the Covenant \textit{appear} to apply equally to all States and to protect all individuals governed by them; yet, \textit{in actuality}, there are chronic gaps in implementation of certain human rights, across certain regions and in respect to certain powerful States.

While some gap between law on the books and law in fact is a common legal phenomenon (perhaps, inevitable in any human society), an overly broad gap between the IHRL and reality could put in question the actual acceptance of certain human rights norms and undermine the legitimacy of IHRL as a universally applicable standard governing equally the conduct of all States.\textsuperscript{73} It may also suggest that IHRL monitoring institutions are ineffective and lack credibility.\textsuperscript{74} One may note in this regard that the gap between law on the books and law in fact is not a unique problem in the application of the ICCPR by the UN HRC, but rather cuts across all human rights instruments and enforcement mechanisms. Thus, for example, the prohibition against discrimination on the basis of gender—which is found in article 3 of
the ICCPR, as well as in the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW)\textsuperscript{75} (one of the most widely ratified human rights treaties—189 State parties), the Universal Declaration\textsuperscript{76} and UN Charter\textsuperscript{77}—is clearly one of the most fundamental norms of international human rights law.\textsuperscript{78} Still, despite the universal character of the norm and multiple enforcement efforts by the UN HRC, the CEDAW Committee and special procedures at the international level dedicated to promoting gender equality,\textsuperscript{79} women continue to be victims of discrimination everywhere, and in some cases, gender discrimination is deeply embedded in culture and institutions of government.\textsuperscript{80} This gap between the contents of the universal norm prohibiting gender discrimination and the chronic and widespread nature of contrary practices implicating State and non-State actors can be explained by the blunting of law through political power: While enough political support could be amassed behind the legal prohibition against discrimination to allow for its creation and continued existence and even development, political resistance to the norm has manifested itself in a combination of measures designed to dilute its influence, including failure by some powerful states to ratify relevant human rights treaties,\textsuperscript{81} the introduction of far-reaching reservations to instruments protecting women’s rights,\textsuperscript{82} adoption of restrictive interpretative positions for key IHRL provisions on equality,\textsuperscript{83} and weakening of the jurisdiction of enforcement mechanisms, denying them from having binding legal authority.\textsuperscript{84} Hence, is the structural weakness of treaty bodies, such as the UN HRC, is part of a broader constellation of power which allows for a persistent gap between universal law on the books and law in action.

Still, it is important to also note some of the potentially beneficial consequences of the aforementioned implementation gap (whose very existence could be, as mentioned before, an inevitable feature of any legal system). First, societies sometimes resort to gaps between law on the books and law in practice in order to deal, on a pragmatic basis, with complicated dilemmas which ex ante legal norms might prove too rigid to handle. For example, decisions not to prosecute rebels in order to stop a civil war or to allow life in exile for former dictators in order to facilitate transition of power to democracy, may justify creative ad hoc extra-legal arrangements, which deviate from the ordinary norm of legal accountably for violations of IHRL.\textsuperscript{85} Still, legislating in advance such exceptional arrangements might be counter-productive as it could indirectly encourage the commission of human rights violations in the
future. A gap in the actual implementation of accountability norms could help in ‘squaring the circle’ of reconciling the need to do what is necessary at a particular situation without irrevocably sacrificing an important moral and legal principle. The reconciliation of such contradictory impulses could only work, however, if deviations from the norm are truly exceptional in nature or where an ‘acoustic separation’ exists between the normative and practical domain (i.e., no ‘feedback loop’ is established between law and practice), so as to prevent erosion of the norm itself as a result of its partial application.86

Second, while a gap between law on the books and law in action may reflect an equilibrium between law and power, it may also have the potential for gradually changing the status quo, and for allowing individuals, NGOs and other States to challenge the under-enforcement of universal norms. In particular, a push toward fuller implementation of universal norms may occur following a change in the prevailing political conditions and power-dynamics, which may render plausible the enforcement of norms that been regarded until then as utopian in nature.87 One dramatic change of such a nature, resulting in a considerable narrowing of an implementation gap pertaining to important international norms, has been the transformation into reality of the UN Charter’s abstract call for self-determination of peoples during the era of decolonization in the 1950s and 1960s. The so-called ‘Arab Spring’ may represent yet another push to implement the right to democratic governance, which has long been regarded for many peoples round the world as a ‘hollow hope.’88 Thus, powerful ideas about universal norms of IHRL may have, when the conditions are ripe, real effects on the state of human rights in the world. Still, it appears that large gaps between law and practice would require particularly great efforts to overcome, thus putting the feasibility of relevant reforms into question. Moreover, a sharp move from one equilibrium to another may entail loss of stability of the international order, which could create new sets of problems—failed states, civil wars, and substitution of old dictatorships with new dictatorships.

Ultimately, the long-term project of creating and maintaining an effective body of universal human rights norms is likely to suffer from the persistence of broad gaps between law and practice. Such chronic gaps could affect the contents of the norms (casting doubt, inter alia, on their universality) and complicate efforts to close them. It might also adversely affect the credibility of treaty monitoring bodies such as the UN HRC. Since institutional effectiveness and legitimacy are closely interconnected,89 repetitive failure by
some States to comply with recommendations issued by the UN HRC may erode its perceived authority in the eyes of all States.\textsuperscript{90}

**Part Three**
The Universality Dilemma

The effectiveness challenge posed by the limited ability of the UN HRC and other treaty bodies to enforce their decisions, is one reason for them to try to avoid normative overreaching. Interpreting human rights norms in an expansive manner, which is likely to be resisted by many States and to result in non-compliance on their part, may lead to loss of institutional legitimacy and to less-than-universal application of human rights standards. At the same time, failure on the part of the UN HRC to meaningfully exercise its mandate to effectively implement the ICCPR through adopting excessively narrow legal constructions may also entail effectiveness and legitimacy costs. Here too, the Koskenniemiic tension between apology and utopia presents itself quite clearly,\textsuperscript{91} cautioning the Committee both against overreaching (i.e., adopting ‘utopian’ positions far removed from actual or probable State practice) and underachieving (i.e., adopting ‘apologetic’ positions, which merely reflect how States conduct themselves anyway). At a different level, UN HRC may need to strike a balance between two competing sets of consequential interests: Creating gaps between IHRL and State practice through progressive interpretation of human rights law stimulates progressive change in State practice, yet overly broad gaps between law and practice may generate much uncertainly and instability, which could result in doubts about the contents of human rights law and about the Committee’s own authority.

The other fundamental tension, which efforts to apply IHRL on a universal scale confront—the above-mentioned cultural relativism objection—raises another set of normative considerations. As opposed to the phenomenon of limited implementation which represents a compromise between ideal and power, the debate around cultural relativity raises the question of whether the universal application of IHRL is indeed an ideal that the human rights movement should aspire for, and whether monitoring bodies, such as the UN HRC, should adopt a ‘one size fits all’ outlook on all human rights norms. Such questions arise with particular force when the cultural practices in question enjoy broad social acceptance in the relevant State party, including by those who are deemed victims thereof (such as women in patriarchal societies).\textsuperscript{92} In such cases, it is sometimes claimed that the human rights norms
offended by the cultural practice in question should be counter-balanced against other human rights norms which validate group and individual autonomy and choice.

Examples of such dilemmas abound. For example, the debate in France over the wearing of Burkas or Burkinis in public introduces the tension between what is regarded by many as a symbol of gender oppression and discrimination and the right of minority women to decide whether or not to wear traditional garbs.93 In the same vein, questions arising in Israel relating to segregation of men and women on public transportation lines serving ultra-orthodox communities, allegedly on a voluntary basis, and to the introduction of secular education in religious schools, contrary to the wishes of the students and their parents, raise tensions stemming, inter alia, from competing claims under IHRL.94 In such cases, treaty bodies such as the UN HRC are confronted with the question of whether there should be uniform formulas for balancing between conflicting claims for rights, or whether one should rather accept the position that different groups and individuals may have different visions of what constitute good and dignified lives, which may depend on their unique cultural and historical experiences and the socio-economic context in which they exist. Furthermore, a second-order question which arises in such cases is whether international legal institutions are better situated than their national counterparts to address such dilemmas.

The European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR), which like the UN HRC has confronted the need to engage claims suggesting competing and relative values, has resorted in many of these cases to a margin of appreciation doctrine, according to which it is for national decision makers to balance difficult tensions between competing rights and interests, such as between freedom of expression and privacy (publication of photographs of celebrities on private holiday),95 or between the interest in protecting a secular public space and religious freedoms (wearing of headscarves by university students).96 In adopting this approach, the Court has not only accepted that national institutions are better situated than it for the purpose of applying the Convention, but it has also accepted that certain values protected by international human rights law norms can enjoy greater currency in some societies than in others. Indeed, the margin of appreciation has been criticized as a manifestation of normative pluralism, which is less than fully compatible with the notion of universality of human rights.97

The UN HRC has refused so far to follow the footsteps of the ECtHR and
recognize a margin of appreciation in the interpretation and application of the ICCPR. This position partly derives from institutional concerns: the large diversity of national decision makers subject to review by the UN HRC and the limited democratic credentials of many State parties to the ICCPR, renders resort to a margin of appreciation doctrine and to the broad deference to the discretion of national authorities it entails, an unpalatable option for the Committee. In fact, it is precisely the lack of trust in the ability of national governments to adequately protect human rights, which led to the establishment of monitoring bodies, such as the UN HRC, and international instruments, such as the ICCPR. Hence, reverting back to the discretion of national authorities without sufficient institutional guarantees in place to ensure the IHRL compatibility of their decisions, could result in negative outcomes for potential victims of human rights violations. Moreover, the very legitimacy of the UN HRC as a body of experts monitoring in a fair and impartial manner State compliance with the ICCPR—an instrument including universal human rights norms—might suffer were the Committee to endorse a pluralistic attitude towards implementation of the Covenant. Accepting that the contents of IHRL depend on the social or cultural context in the monitored State party undermines a powerful rhetorical justification for IHRL, that is, that such rights are universally acceptable because they are based on self-evident truths and justifications, which makes them a pre-political conditions for life with dignity. A nod towards a margin of appreciation approach is thus a nod towards regarding human rights as no longer pre-political, but rather as the product of internal political deliberations notwithstanding that such deliberations gave rise to the need to create IHRL to begin with.

Still, although the UN HRC has been reluctant, for all of the above reasons, to embrace a margin of appreciation doctrine with regard to the contents of the ICCPR, its effectiveness deficiencies have pushed it to find other methods for avoiding confrontations with State parties over universal standards whose implementation may encounter considerable resistance. In affording State parties some latitude in the application of the ICCPR without renouncing its universal nature, the Committee tried to strike a balance between the ideal of universality and pragmatic considerations affecting its work.

One method adopted by the Committee, especially in deportation cases in which the decision of the deporting State on the risk which the deported
individual is likely to encounter in the receiving State, has been to accept that a certain degree of deference should be afforded to national decision makers when evaluating facts relevant for the application of IHRL norms. Hence, although the norm against non-refoulement of asylum seekers remains universal in nature (regardless of the prevailing domestic attitudes towards migration in many countries), the UN HRCs case law potentially accommodates situations in which different sending States reach different factual conclusions on whether or not the conditions in the receiving State expose the individual whose deportation is sought to a real risk of a serious harm. It thus limits the resistance to its views (i.e., decisions in individual communications), by deferring to domestic fact-finders.

In the same vein, the Committee has been willing sometimes to accept in cases involving balancing between different human rights, the justifications invoked by the States for limiting ICCPR rights, without undertaking a robust analysis of the necessity and proportionality of the restrictions sought. This approach, which mirrors to some extent the US Supreme Court minimalist ‘rational basis’ level of scrutiny of decisions whose constitutionality is challenged, allows States to enjoy de facto some regulatory space when applying the Covenant, without conceding the instrument’s universal character. Hence, for example, in the Faurisson case, the Committee accepted without much discussion the reasonableness of the restrictions imposed by France on Holocaust denying statements (balancing freedom of expression against non-discrimination), and in the Singhe Bhinder case it accepted without a detailed analysis the safety justification provided by Canada for requiring a Sikh employee to wear a hard hat, notwithstanding the adverse effects this has on his freedom to manifest his religion and his willingness to assume the attendant safety risk (balancing the right to life with freedom of religion).

Another method embraced by the UN HRC with a view to reconciling the ideal of universalism with the pragmatic need to avoid the backlash which may ensue from attempts to enforce universal norms that require a change of deeply embedded cultural practices, involves incrementalism. When engaging with States in the course of reviewing their periodic reports about the implementation of the Covenant, the Committee has sometimes formulated its criticism and recommendations in a manner that allow states to move gradually towards full compliance with the Covenant. This approach amounts, in effect, to acceptance of the role of cultural and political constraints in determining the timeline for implementing universal norms.
Hence, for example, South Africa appeared before the Committee in 2016 and described the practice of polygamy as culturally embedded and as a post-apartheid reaction to the suppression of indigenous practices during the apartheid era.\textsuperscript{104} It also claimed that the apartheid era ban on polygamy did not, in effect, prevent the practice of polygamy, but rather pushed polygamous relationships to the ‘shadows,’ resulting in lack of effective legal protection for women involved in such relationships.\textsuperscript{105} Although the Committee has taken in the past the view that the universal principle of equal rights for men and women requires that polygamy be outlawed (especially when permitting multiple marital relationships for men, but not for women),\textsuperscript{106} it seemed to have taken the view during its review of South Africa that imposing this universal standard, as a strong obligation of result requiring immediate eradication of the practice, may result in resistance and, possibly non-compliance with the norm. The Committee may have also had some concerns as to whether pushing South Africa to outlaw polygamy without allowing it some time for inculcation of the relevant norm would actually benefit women, given the particular social conditions and history of polygamy in South Africa. Hence, it adopted what may be regarded as a flexible prescription: while expressing concern “at the existence in law and in practice of polygamous customary marriages in the State party, which undermine the principle of non-discrimination,” the Committee called on South Africa merely to “take adequate measures to reduce the incidence of polygamy, with a view to bringing about its abolition” (emphasis added). In other words, both realpolitik and cultural relativity considerations may have led the Committee to opt for an incremental approach in implementation of the relevant universal norm against polygamy, call on the State to take gradual measures in the right direction, while maintaining the ultimate goal of abolishing the practice altogether.

Similar, flexible temporal prescriptions were adopted by the Committee in other cases, involving deeply embedded cultural practices. Indeed, in its latest concluding observations on Ghana, the Committee stated its position on a number of harmful traditional practices:

The Committee is concerned about the persistence of certain harmful practices, notwithstanding their prohibition by law, such as female genital mutilation, *trokosi* (ritual servitude), forced early marriage and witchcraft accusations leading to confinement in witch camps. The Committee also expresses its concern about the practice of polygamy, which is still
permitted through religious or customary norms and widely accepted in society. While, as explained by the delegation during the dialogue, the cultural background of these practices must be borne in mind when devising strategies to address them, the Committee recalls that a failure to comply with the obligations contained in the Covenant cannot be ultimately justified by reference to political, social, cultural or economic considerations within the State (general comment No. 31 (2004) on the nature of the general legal obligation imposed on States parties to the Covenant).\footnote{107}

Hence, the Committee appeared to accept that cultural relativity considerations may have a role in devising strategies for combatting harmful traditional practices, although ultimately such cultural considerations cannot justify a violation of the Covenant. The actual recommendation issued to Ghana—to further enhance “efforts to prevent and eradicate harmful traditional practices”\footnote{108}—also supports the view that the UN HRC has been willing to regard the problem as requiring a long-term response, which imposes, at least at present, largely obligations of means, and not result.\footnote{109}

The final method employed by the Committee in order to address the tension between claims concerning universality and cultural relativity, involves narrow interpretation of the scope of certain potentially universal rights, in the light of inconsistent cultural practices. One prominent example of this tendency is found in the UN HRC’s analysis of limits on the power of States to regulate access to abortion services. The Committee’s draft General Comment 36, which strives to codify the work of Committee on matters relating to the right to life, attempts to strike a balance, in this regard, between allowing State parties some regulatory space and protecting important rights of women:

Although States parties may adopt measures designed to regulate terminations of pregnancy, such measures must not result in violation of the right to life of a pregnant woman or her other rights under the Covenant, including the prohibition against cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment or punishment. Thus, any legal restrictions on the ability of women to seek abortion must not, inter alia, jeopardize their lives or subject them to physical or mental pain or suffering which violates article 7. States parties must provide safe access to abortion to protect the life and health of pregnant women, and in situations in which carrying a pregnancy to term would cause the woman substantial pain or suffering, most notably where the pregnancy is the result of rape or incest or when the fetus suffers from fatal impairment. States parties may not regulate pregnancy or abortion in a manner that runs contrary to their duty to ensure that women do not have to undertake unsafe abortions...\footnote{110}
The Committee has not accepted, up until now, the claim that there exists a broad right for abortion at will (arguably premised on the universal right to equality or privacy)—even not with the confines a *Roe v. Wade*-like trimester system. At the same time, the Committee has also refrained from explicitly pronouncing itself on the controversial question of whether the Covenant affords any rights to the unborn fetus. It thus adopted what could seem, with regard to the interests of both women and fetuses, a ‘thin’ understanding of the relevant provisions of the Covenant. Such an outcome may be justified on the basis of a contextual interpretation of the Covenant (for example, the relative nature of the right to privacy may allow for limits on abortion, yet no limits can be permitted in cases where more fundamental rights are affected—such as the pregnant woman’s right to life and her right to be free from emotional distress amounting to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment), and on the drafting history of the Covenant (during which, reference to the fetus as covered by the right to life was considered and discarded). This ‘thin’ understanding can also explained by the interpretative principle relating to the need to consider when interpreting treaty texts any subsequent practice relating their meaning, which is found in article 31(3)(b) of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties: Since the practices of the State parties to the Covenant on the regulation of abortion vary radically (due to differences in culture, religion etc.), the Committee should arguably construe narrowly the relevant provisions of the Covenant which reflect the scope of their agreement on the obligations they have assumed in this regard. Such a narrow construction may also be explained by the diversity of views on the matter on the Committee itself, which calls for adopting a narrow interpretation constitution a common denominator between the members’ position (interpretation of Covenant provisions is normally reached by the Committee by way of consensus).

It is important to note, however, that the interpretative approach taken by the UN HRC in this case is also compatible with the broader concerns identified above concerning cultural relativity and its potential for weakening the authority of the Committee. The practical effect of adopting a ‘thin’ understanding of the applicable universal standards is that State parties are left with a regulatory space to address the matter in accordance with their needs and the moral convictions prevailing therein. Such a restrained interpretative approach, in turn, implies a certain deference to local choices, which can increase the legitimacy and effectiveness of the Committee when
enforcing the core limits it has identified on the power of States to regulate abortion (e.g., duty to provide safe, legal abortion in cases entailing risk to life or health, when the pregnancy is the result of rape or incest or when the fetus suffers from fatal impairments). This is because a narrower scope of intervention in domestic regulation exposes the Committee to fewer accusations of cultural insensitivity and so-called ‘rights imperialism,’ and reduces the likelihood of political resistance and non-compliance with its decisions.

In this delicate field, as in other areas of application of IHRL which raise strong cultural resistance, such as LGBT rights or limits on religious education, overreaching may generate more harm than good to the promoted causes of equality and religious freedom. Thus, for example, it may be counterproductive for the UN HRC to construe the Covenant in a manner that would try to compel deeply conservative societies that currently criminalize homosexuality to move to immediately recognize same-sex marriage or to outlaw religious education in public schools (as opposed to opt-out arrangements).

Significantly, the position of the UN HRC on the question of regulation of abortion is different from that of the ECtHR, which has taken the view that the question of when life begins for the purpose of applying the article 2 of the Convention (right to life) is a question subject to a national margin of appreciation. Consequently, Council of Europe States may decide how to strike a balance between the competing sets of interests of the pregnant woman and the unborn fetus, and set appropriate rules which permit or impose conditions limiting the ability of women to obtain abortion. Thus, the Court has upheld, for example, the conformity with the Convention of a stringent Irish abortion law, which permits abortion only when the life of the pregnant woman is at risk and allows other women seeking abortion to travel abroad for getting an abortion. The same law has been found by the Committee to violate the Covenant, since it conflicted with the core elements which the Committee identified as indispensable exceptions to any limit on the ability of women to obtain abortion. This underscores the point that while there are similarities between the ‘thin’ universality and the margin of appreciation doctrine—as both approaches leave States with some regulatory space—there are also important differences between the two approaches. Whereas the ECtHR primarily monitors the process by which its member States exercise discretion in cases involving sensitive culturally-embedded practices, the UN HRC primarily monitors outcome—whether the actual law and practice conform or not with the normative limits it has identified.

{19}
Part Four
Conclusions

The UN treaty bodies in general, and the UN HRC in particular, play an important role in developing and applying IHRL as universal standards of conduct. In doing so, they operate as agents of normative change for the international community. However, like other elements of international governance, their activities are influenced by the ongoing dialectics between stability and change in international life. I have identified in this article two serious challenges, which render the task of the UN HRC particularly difficult—the effectiveness and universality challenges—both relating also to the Committee’s legitimacy. The Committee needs to apply IHRL in a political environment which accepts under-enforcement and a resulting gap between law on the books and law in practice that is chronic and widespread. The Committee also needs to proclaim standards common to widely divergent societies, operating pursuant to different sets of cultural notions and ideological tenets.

Ultimately, the various challenges are related: The substantive approaches taken by the UN HRC on the scope of universal rights—and on the liberal paradox of multi-culturalism (i.e., that promotion of tolerance requires lack of tolerance of intolerant practices), cannot be divorced from the problem of under-enforcement and from broader concerns about the relationship between stability and change. Upholding one particular vision of culture and justice may confront considerable political resistance from State parties to the ICCPR and result in non-compliance and instability of the human rights system, thus complicating the Committee’s mission of promoting gradual improvement of the human condition.

Consequently, it appears that difficult policy choices need to be made by the Committee on both pace of its push towards universal application of IHRL and on the scope of the universal rights project. Indeed, the Committee has at times blunted its push for progressing universal standards by applying a combination of methods—deference in factual evaluation, light review of right-balancing, incremental implementation and narrow construction of universal norms—which can be regarded as striking a balance between claims for universality and relativism, while bearing in mind the effectiveness and legitimacy needs of the Committee.

Given the structural weaknesses of IHRL monitoring bodies, such as the UN HRC, one cannot realistically except that they would substitute
all political deliberation and decision making processes taking place at the domestic level. Instead, one can hope that international monitoring would challenge such processes and confront them with the need to adhere to core IHRL standards, and to ensure that the political processes in which these choices are made are fair and transparent. When viewed from this perspective, the quest of the Committee when developing and applying universal standards is not of ‘right imperialism,’ but rather a quest for maintaining the legal relevance of universal values.
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